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Scorecard
1. Value Proposition

Points

a) Novelty of the solution

15 / 15

b) Market fit/demand

11 / 15

c) Target Market Size

8 / 10

d) Competitiveness within market sector(s)

7 / 10

e) Integrations & Partnerships

7 / 15

Total Points - Value Proposition

48 / 65

2. Tokeneconomics

Points

a) Is the token sufficiently distributed?

13 / 15

b) What is the extent of the token's capabilities?

8 / 10

c) Is the issuance model able to improve the coordination of the protocol?

10 / 10

d) Is the value capture model able to accrue and distribute value?

9 / 10

e) Is the token sufficiently liquid to enable active use and trade?

5/5

f) Are there any extrinsic productivity use cases?

8 / 10

Total Points - Tokenomics

53 / 60

3. Team

Points

a) Is the team credible and public? (No, Partly, Yes & Anon , Yes & Public)

9 / 15

b) Does the team have relevant experience?

7 / 10

c) Does the team participate and help shape the public debate?

4/5

d) Is the team able to effectively attract and coordinate resources?

10 / 10
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Total Points - Team

30 / 40

4. Governance

Points

a) Admin Keys

14 / 20

b) Extent of Governance capabilities

11 / 15

c) Active Governance contributors

2/5

d) Governance infrastructure

8 /10

e) Robustness of Governance process

7 / 10

Total Points - Governance

42 / 60

5. Regulatory

Points

a) Does the protocol have any legal accountability?

N/A

b) What is the quality of the legal jurisdiction?

N/A

Total Points - Regulatory

N/A

Total

173 / 225

1. Value Proposition
The Value Proposition section describes the value a protocol delivers to its users. Based on the proportion of the
problem the protocol aims to solve and the potential of the protocol to effectively solve the problem - better than other
industry solutions - a Value Proposition rating is created.

a) Novelty of the solution (15 points)
This score evaluates the novelty (uniqueness) of the protocol. Has the protocol introduced any new innovations that
help solve user's problems more efficiently? Is the project a fork? To what extent did they copy/fork the original?
Answer:
Alchemix is a DeFi protocol that allows users to create synthetic tokens that represent the future yield of their
deposits. Such a concept allows users to use Achemix as a lending platform with the option of self-repaying loans and
without the risk of forced liquidation. ALCX is a protocol native token that serves for governance over Alchemix DAO.
Alchemix protocol consists of four main components:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Vaults
Transmuter
ALCX token distribution
Alchemix DAO

After making a deposit in one of Alchemix vaults, a user has the ability to take a loan that is 50% of the deposited
value. The obtained loan has the form of a synthetic token whose underlying value is pegged 1:1 with the token placed
in the deposit. The user can make a deposit in one of the stablecoins: DAI, USDC, and USDT or in Ethereum. In the
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case of a deposit in stablecoin is minted synthetic token alUSD, and for deposits in Ethereum - alETH. Currently,
Alchemix has 6 vaults (wstETH and rETH vaults are in beta):

(source: Alchemix.fi)
Self-repaying loan feature is enabled with the integration of yEarn vaults into the protocol. Alchemix leverage yearns
vaults by depositing user collateral in it, and yield earned from yield farming is used to repay user loans.
Transmuter is a smart contract that functions as the primary pegging mechanism for the Alchemix synthetic tokens. It
allows users to exchange DAI or ETH with alUSD or alETH in a 1:1 ratio. The mechanism of the transmuter is nicely
explained on the dyor.fi website: “The Transmuter completes the life cycle of alUSD. It backstops the peg by
guaranteeing that all outstanding alUSD can be converted 1: 1 to DAI. When alUSD is staked in the transmuter, it is
converted to DAI over time via the proceeds from loan repayments. When DAI is eventually claimed, the staked alUSD is
burned.” Alchemix team additionally expanded Transmuter with Elixir smart contract which works similarly to FRAX
Algorithmic Market Operator. The Elixir is a significant upgrade to the peg stability module with active management of
protocol reserves.
Borrowed synthetic assets users can convert back into backed assets (DAI, USDC, USDT, and ETH) and
subsequently exchange for fiat, or they can be put to work generating even more yield in Alchemix staking pools.
Alchemix staking pools use different yield aggregators and farming strategies to ensure the highest possible return to
ALCX and protocol synthetic tokens. There are currently 4 farming options active on the Alchemix dapp interface:

(source: Alchemix.fi)
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And while the Alchemix v1 is limited in many ways with only two collateral assets (DAI and ETH), without
composability function and using only yearn vaults, the team launched in March 2022 Alchemix v2. Alchemix Protocol
V2 brings many improvements over the previous version like a multi-asset collateral option, more flexibility in loan
structure, easier composability for developers, and a highly efficient peg mechanism.
On May 5, 2022, Alchemix is deployed on the Fantom chain and most parameters on the Fantom will mirror mainnet
deployment. On the Fantom chain, Alchemix will collaborate with three DEXs: BeethovenX, SpookySwap, and
SpiritSwap.
Alchemix is the first Defi protocol:
●
●
●
●

with same-asset loan product
without liquidation risk
without interest rates on loan
which works at the same time as a lending protocol, yield aggregator and synthetic issuer

Alchemix protocol introduced innovation from a technical and organizational perspective.
Score: 15

b) Market fit/demand (15 points)
This score evaluates the degree to which the protocol satisfies a strong market demand. The market fit evaluates if
the protocol is able to satisfy the needs of a specific market (can also be measured by user adoption/ #of users). To
what extent has the protocol proven to meet the demand of a specific market? Is the timing of the product right for the
market? Is the protocol targeting the right market?
Answer:
Alchemix protocol primarily satisfies the demand for the lending on Defi market by issuing self-repayment loans
without risk of liquidation and without interest rate on loaned funds. Those features are enabled by issuing synthetic
tokens that are pegged with collateral and using yield aggregators which create revenue for protocol and repay users'
loans. Alchemix borrowers get a loan in a synthetic token with which they have 3 options:
1. Exchange a synthetic token and use the funds for your own needs.
2. Stake synthetic token inside protocol and earn ALCX - protocol governance token.
3. Use synthetic tokens for yield farming with ALCX token allocation on protocols like Convex, Saddle, SushiSwap, and
Tokemak.
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(source: Block49 report)
Alchemix protocol has $217.7m TVL, 5,750 unique account deposit interactions, and 54 weekly active users based on
the last 10 weeks. According to Defi Llama, a total of 143 (+ Alchemix) Defi lending protocols have ~$22.98b TVL
(added Alchemix TVL), which means that on a TVL basis Alchemix has a 0.94% share in that market. For the Alchemix
protocol, perhaps a more relevant is a comparison with the Defi CDP market whose total TVL is 12.78b with the
Alchemix market share of 1.72%.
There are currently two Alchemix forks: Wasabi (WASABI) deployed on Ethereum, Polygon, and BSC and Scientix
(SCIX) on BSC. Wasabi has $2,117,391 million TVL and the only change compared with Alchemix is infinite mint
synthetic and governance tokens. Scientix has $1,574,790 TVL and differs from Alchemix in that it has implemented
veTokenomics model. From AMA with Scientix founder:” Scientix optimized the token economics and added the lock-up
token veSCIX, and all yielding income will be distributed to the holders of veSCIX.”
Alchemix represents an innovation in the Defi sector with improved capital efficiency and less risk for users, and in just
over a year protocol harvest from yEarn vaults over $20 million which makes protocol products market-fit. However,
the protocol failed to attract a large number of active users (only 5,750) and has only a 1.72% share in the Defi CDP
market, based on TVL. The reason for the poor market performance can be the complexity of the protocol and the
limitations of Alchemix v1, which could be described as a minimum viable product.
The score is low by -4 because of a low number of active protocol users.
Score: 11

c) Target market size? (10 points)
The target market size evaluates the current and future size of the problem the protocol is aiming to solve. The
category of the Open Finance solution can be used as a reference to the target market (for example: Lending).
Because Open Finance is by definition global, the global market for a specific problem equals the target market size.
Answer:
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The primary service of the Alchemix protocol is lending (stable and ETH) and borrowing (alUSD, alETH) so looking at a
longer period (5 - 10 years) total addressable market (TAM) is a global lending market with a size of $ 6.37 trillion.
In the medium-term (between 2 - 5 years) Alchemix TAM is limited to Defi market which currently has a $146.68 billion
TVL while markets relevant to Alchemix have ~67 billion TVL:
Defi lending market - $23.57b - protocols that allow users to borrow and lend assets
Defi CDP market - $13b - protocols that mint its own stablecoin using some collateral
Defi Synthetics - $355m - protocols that created a tokenized derivative that mimics the value of another asset
In the medium term should be expected more integrations, including the possibility that Alchemix may expand TAM
with new products.
In the short-term ( < 2 years) Alchemix TAM includes the Defi lending market in EVM compatible chains (Layer 1,
Layer 2, sidechains, etc.) because Alchemix smart contracts are too complex for rewriting in different languages (ex.
Cardano, Solana). The protocol is currently deployed on the Ethereum mainnet and from 5.5.2022 (in time of writing)
on the Fantom network so the protocol addressable market size is $97.22b TVL (Ethereum $98.88b + Fantom
$2.34b).
The score is lower by -2 because in the short to medium term, the protocol target market is limited on EVM compatible
blockchains, but the target market is substantial and shows signs of sustainable growth.
Score: 8

d) Competitiveness within market sector(s) (10 points)
This score evaluates the competitiveness of the protocol within the market sector(s) it operates in. This score offers a
relative comparison of the protocol and other protocols operating in the same market sector(s). To evaluate this,
metrics to directly compare with the competition can be used (e.g. TVL, trading volume, number of users).
Answer:
The Alchemix protocol architecture can best be described as a combination of lending protocol, yield aggregator, and
synthetic token issuer. Lending and borrowing are the primary services of the protocol, however, classic lending
protocols (money markets) such as Aave and Compound are not direct competitors due to the different structures of
revenue and product purpose. Lending protocols like Compound create main revenue with differences in lending and
borrowing interest rates, while Alchemix on the other hand provides free borrowing and pays 90% of the realized
profits on lending which pays out through loan repayment. The remaining 10% of profits represent protocol revenue.
Although yield generation is one of the protocol products, to provide that service the protocol has integrated or uses
yield aggregator protocols, so yield aggregators are more complementary than competitive to Alchemix.
Alchemix manages to provide these services by issuing synthetic tokens with a 200% collateral ratio, which also puts
it in the category of Collateralized Debt Position (CDP) protocols. In the image below, Messari made a comparison of
the CDPs protocol based on 5 characteristics specific to this category:
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Compared to other CDP protocols, the great advantage of the Alchemix protocol is that it does not carry out forced
liquidations so that users do not take a market risk on their deposited collateral. A significant advantage for Alchemix
users is also better capital efficiency (double yield) because the protocol earns a yield on the base deposit (collateral)
and on the issued synthetic tokens. Compared to competitors, Alchemix is currently limited on ETH and stablecoins
(DAI, USDT, and USDC) as collateral, however, this should not be a more serious advantage because that assets are
most used through the Defi market.

Protocol

Maker DAO

Abracadabra

Synthetix

Mirror

Alchemix

TVL

$10.25b

$714.31m

$501.95m

$127.7m

$217.7m

FDV

$1.40b

$235.21m

$639.06m

$114.7m

$74.7m

FDV/TVL

7.32

3.03

0.78

0.89

2.91

Token holders

84,201

22,974

86,765

24,719

9,439

Monthly Revenue*

$6,158,491

-

$1,156,097

$11,011,038

$470,031

(sources: TVL - Defi Llama, Holders - CoinMarketCap, Revenue: Token Terminal and Dune Analytics)
Revenue* -average on last 3-month
Abracadabra* - Borrow Fees, interest fees, and some liquidation fees are paid to holders of staked Spell

Despite numerous benefits such as positive interest rates on borrowing funds and reducing market risk near 0, the
Alchemix protocol has a much lower TVL, and thus monthly revenue (last 3 months Aug.) compared with competitors
in CDP category.
According to FDV / TVL metrics, Alchemix is not undervalued compared to other protocols, and it should be noted that
Synthetix has low FDV/TVL because SNX is the main collateral on the platform, while Mirror goes through the same
problems as all protocols on Terra blockchain.
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Looking at the "CDPs anatomy" from Messari, Alchemix looks superior to its competitors, but the numbers do not
confirm that. Protocol revenue looks good with regard to TVL, but the problem that Alchemix has is the small number
of users (active addresses and token holders) and thus the smaller TVL.
The score is lower by -3 because Alchemix attracted fewer users and TVL than its competitors.
Score: 7

e) Integrations & Partnerships (15 points)
Due to crypto’s open-source nature, the code of most protocols can easily be forked. This score represents a piece of
“unforkable value”. Some indicators to look at are the number of applications built on top of the protocol (vertical
integration), other entities integrating the protocol's services (horizontal integration) or the number of relevant
partnerships (be careful of logo collections/ partnerships without much purpose).
Answer:
Alchemix currently has only integrated yEarn finance vaults (vertical integration) because Alchemix v1 is not optimized
for composability. However, Alchemix v2 was launched in April 2022, and one of the improvements over the previous
version is an easier integration process for developers.
As yield farming is probably the most important factor in the functioning of the protocol from the position of revenue
generation and external functionalities of the Alchemix synthetic token (alUSD and alETH) as well as the ALCX
protocol token. Alchemix incentivizes staking, liquidity providing, and bonding for their tokens on the following
protocols:
SushiSwap - liquidity providing for ALCX/WETH, and ALCX/ETH SLP bonds
Saddle - alETH and alUSD (D4 pool)
Curve - 3dpool, alETHCRV, alUSD3CRV
Convex - alUSD+3CRV
Tokemak is a DeFi protocol that aims to improve the efficiency of providing token liquidity and provides a new avenue
for obtaining a return on ALCX tokens. Tokemak allows single-side staking
SpookySwap
BethoweenX
Premia finance - is an options market where users can go short or long on ALCX token
Olympus Pro allows Alchemix to sell ALCX at a discount in return for protocol-owned assets such as Dai, ETH, CVX,
and TOKE. These protocol-owned assets create the foundation for Alchemix’s additional alAsset liquidity strategies.

Score: 7

2. Tokeneconomics
The Tokeneonomics section assesses the function of a protocol's token. This includes the token distribution,
functionalities of the token, the ability of the token to incentivize positive behaviour in the protocol, and the ability of
the token to capture a portion of the value created.
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a) Is the token sufficiently distributed? (15 points)
The token distribution can be an indicator of a healthy protocol. When the protocol tokens are widely distributed
among different stakeholder groups and contributors, this genuinely improves the coordinating capability of the token
and strengthens the resiliency of the protocol. Was the initial distribution balanced between relevant stakeholders?
Are the tokens distributed over sufficient participants (10, 25, 100 largest addresses)?
Answer:

ALCX token supply doesn't have a hard cap but the estimated total supply after 3 years of 2,393,060 ALCX based on
the token emission schedule. Total supply in 3 years will be allocated as following:
●
●
●

15% to DAO treasury
5% to the bug bounty program
80% can be obtained by staking certain tokens and liquidity pool tokens in the staking pools contracts.

Alchemix had an initial pre-mine of 478,612 ALCX tokens, which represents 20% of the estimated supply after 3 years.
All pre-mined tokens were sent to the treasury, with 358,959 ALCX allocated for the community and 119,653 ALCX
reserved for bug bounties. At the token launch, 32,000 ALCX were pre-mined and allocated in liquidity pools. Further
issuance of ALCX tokens is intended for protocol users, contributors, and the community. ALCX distribution will also
cover incentive rewards to liquidity providers, grants for Alchemix builders, and for potential integrations. Two protocol
funding rounds were held after the token was launched.
ALCX token is sufficiently distributed to all protocol participants. Although block explorers show that 100 holders hold
over 98% of ALCX tokens, on Etherscan can be seen that the 15 largest holder addresses are smart contracts and
centralized exchanges. Too many ALCX tokens on exchanges create a certain risk of governance attack, however,
ALCX tokens in smart contracts are from SushiSwap (10.93%), Alchemix Treasury (10.8%), Alchemix Staking Pool
(10.29), Developer Multi-sig (1.55%).
ALCX token distribution effectively aligns stakeholders because the protocol had a fair initial token distribution.
Alchemix team didn't organize pre-sale events for early investors, but after the token launch in two funding round were
sold 20,778 ALCX tokens to various investors (mostly VCs), at an average price of $ 462.5 per token.
Score: 13

b) What is the extent of the token's capabilities? (10 points)
Is the token useful within the protocol? Does the token allow the holders to participate in governance or influence the
protocol in any way? Does it serve any other purposes?
Answer:
ALCX token has utility as:
Governance token for governing over Alchemix DAO.
Reward token - incentive mechanism to ALCX staking and liquidity providers for ALCX, alUSD, and alETH
pools.
After the v2 launch is announced the ALCX token will receive a share of protocol revenue.
From the Messari website: “ALCX is Alchemix's native governance token, allowing holders the opportunity to influence
protocol decisions, such as treasury management, liquidity mining distributions, and product rollouts. Currently, ALCX
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can be staked within the protocol to earn additional ALCX tokens distributed as part of Alchemix's token emissions
schedule. With the release of Alchemix V2, it is expected that stakers will begin receiving a share of the yield the protocol
generates. In exchange, ALCX stakers risk having their stake slashed in the event of a hack or exploit to help make the
protocol whole after a loss.”
The score is lower by -2 because ALCX currently doesn't accrue part of protocol revenue.

Score: 8

c) Is the issuance/distribution model able to improve the
coordination of the protocol? (10 points)
To what extent does the issuance of the token support the advancement and function of the protocol? Are the tokens
justifiably being issued? Does the issuance model incentivize the right behavior? Are all relevant stakeholders
benefiting from the issuance model?
Answer:
The ALCX token supply doesn't have a hard cap but has projected a total supply of 2,393,060 ALCX tokens for the first
three years. In the first week after launch, 22,344 ALCXs were distributed and that amount is reduced by 130 ALCX
each subsequent week for the first three years. After three years there will be a flat 2200 ALCX weekly emission which
means an increase in total supply by 114,400 ALCX per year.
ALCX token supply allocation is shown in the image below:
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(source: Dropstab)

Ongoing ALCX emission will be split between active Alchemix community members and liquidity providers:
●
●

Alchemix on-board developers, founders, and community developers have access to a special staking pool
that offers 20% of ALCX token block rewards. This equals about 16% of the total emissions.
Stakers and liquidity providers are eligible to obtain 80% of the ALCX block reward, equating to 64% of all
emissions, and the image below shows that allocation by pool:
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(source: Alchemix Stats)

Alchemix synthetic tokens (alUSD and alETH) and protocol incentive token ALCX, need to have a sufficient level of
liquidity for the normal functioning of the protocol. Since the Alchemix protocol generates income from deposited
collateral (10% of the generated profit) and from transmuter boosted yields in the interest of protocols, holders, and
the community to keep users active in the yield farming market because repaying loans weakens the earning power of
protocols. Liquidity is also important in maintaining a synthetic token peg with the underlying asset, in Alchemix case
USD and ETH.
Staking pool for active community members (founders, contributors..) serves more as a mechanism for decreasing
sell pressure but also for aligning interest between protocol stakeholders.

Score: 10
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d) Is the value capture model able to accrue and distribute value?
(10 points)
A value accrual and distribution mechanism can help improve the utility of a token and its ability to be used as an
effective coordination mechanism. Does the protocol have mechanisms to distribute some of the value created to the
token holders?
Answer:
Alchemix protocol has two revenue streams:
1. The protocol uses users' deposited collateral for yield farming through yEarn vaults(rehypothecation). With
90% of realized profits protocol repay user's loans and 10% goes to protocol treasury
2. The protocol also uses idle assets from the transmuter pegging mechanism for the same strategy with 10% of
profits as protocol fee
Value is distributed with ALCX token distribution to ALCX stakers and liquidity providers by using a high ALCX inflation
rate. Although not yet active, the Alchemix team has announced that in the future ALCX holders will receive a portion
of the protocol’s revenue.
The score is lower by -1 because the ALCX token still doesn't receive a portion of the protocol revenue, but the overall
value accrual and distribution mechanism make the protocol self-sufficient.
Score: 9

e) Is the token sufficiently liquid to enable active use and trade? (5
points)
Is the token widely available and is there sufficient liquidity available to facilitate all protocol functionalities?
Answer:

ALCX token is liquid on the two most popular centralized exchanges Binance (ALCX/USDT - ~$404,901 daily volume)
and Coinbase(ALCX/USD -$489,696). As for decentralized exchanges, the ALCX token has the largest trading volume
on SushiSwap - $ 682,231 with WETH/ALCX pair.

(source: CoinGecko)

Score: 5
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f) Are there any extrinsic productivity use cases for the token? (10
points)
Besides the protocol’s value distribution model as described in 2. d), can the token be used productively on other
protocols (e.g. as collateral, for lending, LPing, yield farming, etc.)?
Answer:
ALCX token can be used on:
SushiSwap is the main exchange with the highest volume for ALCX/WETH pair. ALCX/WETH SLP can be staked on
Onsen farm for a yield of 29.57% APR.
On Pickle finance users are able to stake ALCX/ETH SLP as an alternative to Sushi farm, with APY range from
29.91%-30.44%
Tokemak offer single side liquidity providing for ALCX.
ALCX token is supported on the Rari Capital lending protocol, but the pool is currently paused.
The score is lower by -2 because extrinsic productivity is very important and ALCX should be accessible and
productive on more external protocols.
Score: 8

3. Team
The Team section describes the quality of the team behind the protocol. The current version of Prime Rating favours
teams that are publicly identifiable. In the case of an anon team, the track record of the specific anons involved can be
taken into account

a) Is the team credible and public? (15 points)
Are the identities of the core contributors and team publicly identified? In the case of anon team members, is there any
way to track their background/record?
Answer:

Alchemix was launched by a pseudonymous group of developers of which the most active in public is a developer with
a pseudonym Scoopy Trooples. Only source of information about Alchemix team members is the protocol Github
account where it is possible to find 7 contributors: Thetechnocratic, 0xfoobar, N4n0, TheGreatGildo, 0x-stone, Fubhy
(Sebastian Siemssen), and Hesnicewithit.
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Although the Alchemix team is anonymous in their work so far they built a reputation as a credible collective
(Alchemix bug incident + reaction). The score is lower by -6 because the team is anonymous.

Score: 9

b) Does the team have relevant experience? (10 points)
Are there any documents or trails available to showcase the track record of the team? Do the team members have
relevant backgrounds and skill sets?
Answer:

Because the Alchemix team is anonymous, Github is the only source of information about their experience and skills.
To run a Defi protocol like Alchemix, team members must have a strong technical and financial background. According
to Github, Alchemix team members (contributors) have experience in contributing to open-source projects:
●
●
●
●

Thetechnocratic has 1574 contributions in the last year
N4n0 has 1074 contributions in the last year, and except on Alchemix made contributions on many other
projects
Fubhy (Sebastian Siemssen) has 1685 contributions in the same period and also contributed on many
projects. Most significant are contributions to Enzyme and Avantgarde Finance.
0x-stone is less active in open contributions with 27 contributions in the year, but on his Github profile is
marked that he works for Davion Labs

From the Alchemix substack newsletter, it can be seen that Alchemix community members are in fact active
contributors to areas such as marketing, content creation, Defi strategies, etc.
For example, a community member ov3rkoalafied creates vault strategies and write articles, and on his Twitter profile
it can be seen that is active as a Gearbox contributor and is involved in the development of the NFT project Degen
Dwarfs.
Given the available data and the way in which the team/community manages the protocol, it can be concluded that
contributors have relevant skills, while experience can only be confirmed only for contributors with Github profile.
The score is lower by -3 for the reason that it is not possible to find out the experiences and acquired skills of all
Alchemix contributors.

Score: 7

c) Does the team participate and help shape the public debate? (5
points)
To what extent do the protocol contributors participate in the public debate around open finance? Are the team
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members giving presentations, sharing their thoughts and opinions, and do they help raise the collective intelligence of
the industry?
Answer:

As already mentioned in response 3a, the team member that has the most public interaction is Scoopy Troople who
has guested in all popular Defi podcasts and was a speaker on the video panels about decentralized finance and
anonymity in Defi sector. Below are podcasts and panels in which he participated:
Bankless
Bankless Extra
Defiant
Epicenter
Defi Recode
Zapper Yield TV
SmartCon panel - discussion about the importance of anonymity
ETHGlobal - panel about anonymous founders in Defi, DAO and Governance
LA blockchain Summit - Defi - Lending and Borrowing
Scoopy Trooper is quite active in public debates and presentations on the use of Defi products but the score is lower
by -1 because the rest of the team is not active and team anonymity limits the choice of communication channels.

Score: 4

d) Is the team able to effectively attract and coordinate resources?
(10 points)
How effective is the team at attracting and coordinating resources for the benefit of the protocol? Has the team raised
sufficient funding or are there mechanisms in place to attract resources when needed?
Answer:
After ALCX is launched, Alchemix team held two funding rounds. In the first round, Alchemix sold 7,000 ALCX tokens
at a $700 price per token and raised $4.9 million from 9 VC investors. In the second round, in March 2021, Alchemix
raised $3.1 million by selling 13,778 ALCX for $225 per token to a group of strategic investors. The initial ALCX
allocation ensured 15% of 3 year projected supply to Alchemix DAO, and 16% to the Alchemix team (founders and
contributors). With a total of 31% of ALCX emission (DAO + team) left possibilities for additional funding rounds, if will
be necessary. In the following image can be seen Alchemix DAO treasury structure:
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(source: Alchemix Stats)

Alchemix team responded well to a “reverse rug pull” incident that damaged the protocol by 7,208 ETH. Quality
coordination with the yEarn finance team and the Alchemix community result in recovering part of the lost funds.
Alchemix also uses Immunefi - a leading bug bounty and security services platform for Web3, where protocol offers
rewards for detecting bugs in protocol smart contracts. The range of rewards ranges from $ 1,000 to $ 500,000
depending on the impact of the vulnerability.
Score: 10

4. Governance
The Governance section evaluates how the protocol is governed and who the governors are. The different governance
functionalities and processes are evaluated to determine to what extent the Protocol will be able to self-govern in a
way that ensures the development of the protocols while respecting the needs of all current and future stakeholders.
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a) Admin Keys (20 points)
Admin Keys allow some critical functionalities of a protocol to be controlled by an admin. This allows the developers
to react to potential bugs, but also creates a risk as the developers could potentially misuse the admin keys to exploit
the protocol. Does the protocol have admin keys and how are they managed?
Answer:
Alchemix DAO has two different multi-signature accounts:
1. Operational multi-signature wallet - handles various functions like payroll, Olympus Pro, and Defi 2.0 initiatives
2. Treasury time-locked multi-signature wallet - holds ALCX, receives protocol fees, and has admin rights to
change certain parameters. This multisig has a 24-hour timelock.
From Alchemix proposal on Snapshot:” The core alchemist.sol contract cannot be upgraded, but the multisig and
timelock wallet can change the following parameters: collateralization ratio, debt ceiling, and fee percentage. Each
member of the core Alchemix development team has permission to enable Alchemix’s sentinel mode, which pauses
the contract in case of an emergency.”
Certik audit from May 2021 identified 8 major issues related to centralized risk, and in Alchemix v2 audit made by
Runtime Verification it stated: “Governance at the time of launch will be a multisig controlled by the Alchemix team, and
a migration to a DAO-based model is planned.”
The score is lower by -6 because admin keys are operated by 8 individuals (4 from the team and 4 from the
community) but their identities are not public.
Score: 14

b) Extent of Governance capabilities (15 points)
Distributed governance allows the token holders to participate in the governance of open finance protocols. How
much influence does the governance mechanism have? Are the votes affecting on-chain changes or do they function
solely as signals to the team?
Answer:
Alchemix DAO governance process begins on the community Discord channel where members discuss the potential
proposals. After that community member drafts a formal proposal on the Alchemix forum with a yes/no poll, a
description of the proposal, and the parameters they want to change. If the poll receives majority support it will be put
on Snapshot for official community voting and token holders have a 24 hour to cast their votes. If the proposal passes
developer team performs due diligence and then makes implementation.
Any proposals involving funds in the treasury are subject to a 5-of-8 multi-sig held by 4 developers and 4 community
members with a 24-hour timelock.
Token holders vote on decisions such as treasury management, liquidity mining distributions, and product rollouts
But the Alchemix team has control over the governance process. Snapshot voting by community members functions
mostly as a signal, and after the proposal pass, the DAO voting developer team does due diligence and then
implements proposed changes.
The score is lower by -4 because multi-signature wallet controlled by developers control treasury changes after
Snapshot voting.
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Score: 11

c) Active Governance contributors (5 points)
Governance is a process that can be rather resource-intensive if executed well. To ensure good governance is
practiced by the protocol, it's important to have a sufficient number of governors allocate resources to the governance
process of the protocol. How many individuals participate in the debate around the protocol? How active are voters?
Answer:
Alchemix Discord channel has ~7500 members and 16 channels. Activity on the governance-proposal channel is quite
low, so in the last 8 days, only 10 comments have been recorded. Activity on the DAO governance forum is also on a
low level, so by dividing the forum threads into 3 main categories: AIPs, Open talk, and Ecosystem development the
total activity in the last 15 threads is 4.17 governors per thread. Looking at the average of each category separately for
the last 15 threads, the results are
AIP - 5.93 governors per thread
Open talk - 3.6 governors per thread
Ecosystem development - 3 governors per thread
According to Boardroom, Alchemix DAO had 53 proposals and 8391 ballots from 1995 voters. In the last 10 proposals
participated an average of 127 voters with 96,476 ALCX per proposal. Given that the total number of ALCX token
holders is 12,143 and the circulating supply is 1,282,123 ALCX it can be concluded that Alchemix DAO has quite low
governance activity.
The score is 2 because very low turnover rate in voting events.
Score: 2

d) Governance technology/infrastructure (10 points)
The Governance infrastructure relates to the technology, software, and models used by the protocol's governance.
Does the protocol have a reliable and usable voting mechanism? Are there channels for governance debate? Is there
sufficient documentation available?
Answer:
Alchemix DAO in governance process use basic governance infrastructure:
Discord - a governance channel is a place where the community discusses new proposals
Governance forum - is the next step in governance process where community members draft a proposal with yes/no
poll
Snapshot - a gasless voting platform where ALCX holders vote on published proposals
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Alchemix DAO has a simple, reliable and useful governance infrastructure. The score is lower by -2 because lack of
transparency when come to contributions. Since a lot of work on the protocol is done by the community members
protocol should use some tool for measuring contributions and onboarding.
Score: 8

e) Robustness of Governance process (10 points)
This score requires documentation specifically on the governance process that sets the basic framework in terms of
agreements, norms, and language for governing the protocol and to create social consensus. Does the protocol have a
formal governance process? How robust is the governance process and does it promote good governance?
Answer:
The governance process is clear and simple with two formal voting events - forum yes/no poll and Snapshot voting. If
the proposal passes Snapshot voting, the developers implement the voted changes. Norms and language of
governance are not defined and there is no documentation about the governance process.
The score is 7 because there is no documentation about the governance.
Score: 7

5. Regulatory
The Regulatory section describes the extent and quality of the regulatory environment that affects the Protocol. To be
able to guarantee functionality, security, and legality the protocol should comply with regulatory requirements, or limit
itself to facilitating services to users who are willing to operate outside of the traditional regulatory environment.

a) Does the protocol have any legal accountability? (15 points)
Does the protocol have any form of legal accountability? Can users and partners hold the protocol accountable in case
of a breach of the agreement?
Answer:

Protocol doesn't have a legal entity and mechanism for accountability.

Score: N/A
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b) What is the quality of the legal jurisdiction? (10 points)
If the protocol has a legal entity, what is the quality of the jurisdiction the entity is established in? Will the jurisdiction
be able to facilitate the legal framework for the protocol to expand while remaining accountable.
Answer:

Protocol don't have legal jurisdiction.

Score: N/A
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